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Many groups around the world are adap*ng conven*onal semiconductor manufacturing 
technology to fabricate top gated qubits in a variety of silicon-based systems. Currently, the 
highest precision devices are fabricated using direct-write e-beam lithography [1], but they are 
s*ll characterized by significant rela*ve line edge roughness and gate width uncertain*es 
leading to overhead regarding tuning mul*-qubit devices. For example, simula*on results 
suggest a factor of 2 difference in tunnel spliUng between 70 and 72 nm wide gates. In this 
work, we present two methods for improving the precision of gate defini*on and fabrica*on: 
direct write paYerning for dopants [2], and nanoimprint templa*ng for ultra-precise 3D 
structures. [3] 
 
First, we describe a 3-D geometry using bipolar paYerned dopant delta layers as both fixed 
confinement regions and tunable gate electrodes (see fig. 1A), similar to what has previously 
been shown for 2-D bipolar devices (see fig. 1B). With a paYerning precision of 0.7 nm on 
Si(100), gates can be fabricated with arbitrary separa*on. However, a separa*on of below 
approximately 5 nm for 2-D electrodes in silicon without addi*onal dielectric material results in 
an effec*ve short between electrodes. The bipolar regime is thus invoked to increase the barrier 
height between gate electrodes, thus allowing *ghter packing of features. While this 
architecture has been shown on stacks of SOI or Si-Si/Ge-Si with less precise paYering steps, [4] 
this work will focus on single layer bipolar paYerning on silicon. 
 
Secondly, we describe a method to create nanoimprint templates that can create conven*onal 
aluminum top gates with a precision down to a few nanometers and line edge roughness of 
approximately 1 nm, as shown in Figure 2. In contrast to the direct write technique which will 
require arrays of *ps opera*ng simultaneously to produce the approximately 10^6 qubits to 
achieve flexible quantum supremacy, the step and flash technique of nanoimprint lithography 
points to a direc*on of highly parallel systems with unprecedented large-scale precision. [5] 
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Figure 1: Concept for a bipolar system as architecture for a top gated qubit. 1A: A schema<c of a pa=ern for a top 
gated qubit. Pa=erns for phosphorus gates have been pre-pa=erned. To prevent inter-gate tunneling, boron will be 
placed as barriers.1B: STM image of an area pa=erned to be a delta layer of phosphorus (center)  as well as a 
subsequent pa=ern prepared for boron deposi<on (top). Note the tolerance of 0 nm between the pa=erns.  
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Figure 2: Comparison of etched and imprinted images. Figure 2A: SEM image of test pa=erns aMer silicon pa=erning, 
selec<ve ALD, and etching. Figure 2B: atomic force microscopy image of a hardened nanoimprint resist aMer prin<ng with the 
sample in figure 2A. Note the mirror imaging. Pa=erns on the leM and right are numbered. 


